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UKTram and the LRSSB are in the running for multiple awards at a high-
profile event celebrating excellence across the sector.

Between them, the two organisations are shortlisted in six categories at 
the Global Light Rail Awards, thanks to a series of successful projects that 
have helped to support the sector through the coronavirus pandemic, 
boost safety and raise professional standards.

James Hammett, UKTram Managing Director, commented: “To be amongst 
the finalists in so many categories at the awards is testament to the hard 
work of everyone at UKTram and the LRSSB during a year that has been 
challenging for everyone.

“With the support of our members, the restrictions resulting from the 
pandemic have not prevented us from pressing forward on a wide range of 
innovative projects that are set to deliver a wealth of benefits to the wider 
light rail sector.”

Organisations on track for prestigious awards
UKTram impressed 
judges with its World 
Cup of Trams in 
the Best Customer 
Initiative category, 
and the organisation 
is also a contender 
for Team of the 
Year for supporting 
tramways and 
similar urban transit 
systems through the 
pandemic. 

Meanwhile the work 
of the Light Rail Safety and Standards Board to develop a comprehensive 
risk management framework and an online reference library has been 
recognised with its inclusion on the Best Safety Initiative and Technical 
Innovation shortlists.

Carl Williams, LRSSB Chief Executive, said: “We’re delighted that these 
projects have caught the attention of judges.

“By standardising the way incidents are reported and recorded, the risk 
management framework will help operators to identify and mitigate 
against risks while the online reference library has been designed to grow 
into an essential resource for sector professionals requiring swift and easy 
access to safety documentation.”

The two organisations are also jointly represented in the Vision of the Year 
category, for developing National Occupational Standards, while UKTram 
has teamed up with Edinburgh Trams on a project that’s revolutionising 
authority to work processes and is shortlisted for a Technical   
Innovation award.

The award winners are set to be announced at a gala event in London on 
Wednesday, 6th October.

Vital contribution to 
draft strategy welcomed
Sector leaders and other experts from across light rail have been 
praised for their contributions to the development of an ambitious 
vision for the future.

During an extensive consultation, their expertise has proved invaluable 
in shaping a draft strategy document that has been developed by 
UKTram ahead of this week’s Light Rail Summit.

James Hammett, UKTram Managing Director, explained: “The strategy 
aims to build a compelling case for future investment in light rail 
networks, and long-term funding for sector support, that can be put 
before Ministers and the Department for Transport.

“It clearly sets out the many economic, social and environmental 
benefits of all modes of light rail, and the importance of integrated 
transport, while calling for closer collaboration on sharing best practice 
and research into new technologies.

The strategy, which is to be published during the summit, also calls for 
the development of a central resource to support the planning and 

construction of future systems, which will also be vital to removing 
barriers to the expansion of light rail in the UK.

“Clearly, the input of a broad cross-section of sector professionals 
has been vital to the development of the strategy, and UKTram would 
like to thank all those who have given time and shared their views 
during an extensive consultation on our initial strategy proposals,”  
Mr Hammett said.

 “As the country emerges from the pandemic, by drawing on the 
experience of leading figures from across the sector, the strategy will 
help to ensure that light rail fulfils its potential to help boost economic 
recovery - in line with the government’s aims of levelling up the regions 
- while improving urban connectivity, reducing congestion, improving 
air quality and reducing carbon emissions,” he added.

James Hammett Carl Williams



Comprehensive guidance on fatigue management within the light rail 
sector has been published following a thorough review of existing 
advice and extensive consultations.

As part of this process, the LRSSB engaged a leading fatigue risk 
management consultancy, Clockwork Research, to undertake peer 
review of the guidance document.

Now available to download from the organisation’s online reference 
library, LRG 6.0 – Fatigue Management draws on the expertise and 
experience of health and safety professionals from across light rail and 
related transport sectors.

Mark Ashmore, Safety Assurance Manager at the LRSSB, explained: 
“This landmark document includes details of the employer’s legal 
responsibilities in relation to fatigue monitoring and management of 
employees in safety critical roles, as well as information on   
mitigation measures.

“The extensive 
consultation process 
has ensured that 
the guidance is 
fully up to date 
and in line with 
the latest research 
and legislation, as 
well as covering 
the broadest  
range of workplace 
scenarios.”

“It also references the risks associated with working patterns, night 
shifts and factors outside the work environment.”

Fatigue management 
guidance published

New appointments strengthen LRSSB Board
Three senior figures from the light rail sector have been appointed 
to the LRSSB board and, as non-executive directors, Colin Kerr, Clive 
Pennington and Mark Davis bring a wealth of experience to the Light 
Rail Safety and Standards Board.

A cross-discipline engineer with over 40 years’ experience, Colin has 
worked in the light rail sector for nearly two decades and currently 
leads the Edinburgh Trams safety & projects team. 

Responsible for all aspects of the safety and standards and 
environment management, he is also the lead Operational Interface for 
infrastructure projects and heading a number of innovation projects for 
of green energy EV charging and operation of safety critical equipment. 

Prior to joining Edinburgh Trams, he worked on several London 
Underground projects and has particular expertise in systems safety 
and electromagnetic compatibility.

The Technical Director for Light Rail at Amey, Clive is a Chartered 
Electrical Engineer and has worked in the light rail sector for almost 20 
years. Whilst working for Amey he plays a key role in supporting their 
Light Rail operations and a range of projects on major networks in the 
UK and overseas.

       

He has previously held senior positions as head of Engineering at 
Manchester Metrolink, and Nottingham Trams and as Principal Light 
Rail Engineer at Mott MacDonald.

The General Manager of London Trams, Mark Davis, brings wide-
ranging experience to the organisation, having worked in the sector for 
the past 14 years in both commercial and operational leadership roles.

Responsible for setting and then leading successful strategies to 
deliver excellent operational, safety and financial performance, Mark 
has also driven Transport for London’s implementation of the RAIB 
recommendations following the Sandilands accident in 2016. 

LRSSB Chief Executive, Carl Williams, said the appointments mark 
another significant step forward for the organisation.

“Light rail is already one of the safest modes of transport. But, to 
continue building on the excellent work that’s already been done to 
drive up standards, we need to have broad representation from the 
sector at the highest levels of our organisation,” he said.

“Their input will further strengthen the LRSSB team, providing 
additional experience and expert oversight as we embark on a wide 
range of projects to enhance light rail safety and set new standards 
across the sector.”

The organisation responsible for driving light rail safety has joined 
forces with the British Standards Institute to make it even easier to 
access relevant national and international guidance documents.

Documents published by The European Committee for Standardisation 
(CEN) and the International Organisation for Standards (ISO) are also 
covered by a new distribution agreement between the BSI and  
the LRSSB.

Carl Williams, LRSSB Chief Executive, explained: “This arrangement 
will allow us to purchase, review and distribute all published applicable 
standards for light, urban and heavy rail and will be available on request 
to LRSSB members. 

“The move follows a comprehensive review of the Tramway Principles 
and Guidance document, that identified areas where the light rail 
sector’s safety ‘bible’ can be further strengthened.” 

Agreement provides 
easier access to BSI 
documents 

Clive Pennington Mark Davis Colin Kerr



Modelling tool can 
predict demand for 
tram lines and stops 
An innovative tool for forecasting demand for public transport stops 
and stations has been in the spotlight at a recent meeting of the 
UKTram Centre of Excellence.

The result of complex computer modelling developed by the University 
of Southampton, in partnership with the Data and Analytics Facility 
for National Infrastructure and The Engineering and Physical Sciences 
Research Council, the new system looks set to revolutionise the way 
systems are planned in the future.

It enables the rapid review of options for individual stations or new 
light or heavy rail lines and generates a forecast of demand based on 
the predicted number of trips per year. 

Predicted demand takes into account variables such as the probability 
of passengers using the proposed station or stop instead of any of the 
10 nearest stations, and can reach more accurate conclusions more 
quickly and at far less cost than using traditional bespoke studies.

During the meeting, members also received an update on the progress 
of the Department for Transport’s Restoring Your Railway programme.  
The Centre of Excellence has been actively supporting promoters where 
light rail may be an option.

Within the programme there is news that TfGM’s Strategic Outline 
Business Case (SOBC) for a tram train solution between Bury and 

Rochdale has been submitted to the Department for Transport  
for review. 

Representatives from the Centre of Excellence team have also met 
the Isle of Wight Council’s consultant responsible for developing the 
SOBC for the reinstatement of rail services to Newport and Ventnor. 
The consultant’s proposed solution is for a semi-segregated light rail 
system, as recommended by the NR/UKTram team.

All these schemes are being reviewed by the Department for Transport 
for consideration for further funding within the Restoring Your  
Railway programme.

An innovative system designed to speed up and simplify the process of 
applying for permission to work near a tramway is set to be launched 
this week.

UKTram has joined forces with Edinburgh Trams and Derby-based 
software company, Metrotech, to develop and trial an innovative 
solution for the time-consuming yet safety-critical process.

The innovative website portal and its associated mobile app, known as 
PERMIT+, is now available to all light rail operators following a lengthy 
development process and extensive trials in Edinburgh.

Jamie Swift, Marketing and Commercial Manager at UKTram, explained: 
“This ground-breaking new system enables operators to view the 
status of applications from the initial enquiry through to completion of 
the work.

“They can even use the cloud-based system to manage payment of any 
applicable fees, thanks to a secure online payment and invoice system.”

Launch of innovative online 
Authority to Work solution

Among its many benefits, PERMIT+ also enables process-driven 
functionality, including structured risk mitigation checks for engineers, 
an audit trail of actions and secure communications.

The associated app enables on-site searches for engineers, giving them 
easy access to details of the works while applicants can carry their 
permit on their phone or other mobile device.

The system has been developed as Edinburgh Trams presses forward 
with its ambitious Trams to Newhaven project that will effectively 
double the size of its network and lead to a dramatic increase in ATW 
applications.

Jamie added: “The initial trials in Edinburgh have proved a huge success 
and we are delighted that the wider light rail sector can now benefit 
from this collaborative project that embraces new technology and 
systems of working to better manage resources whilst maintaining the 
highest safety standards.”

Sign up to receive our regular news updates direct to your email. Go to uktram.org and join our mailing list.



Employee availability improves following test 
and trace changes
Recent changes to NHS test and trace guidance have been welcomed by 
light rail HR professionals, with fewer staff being required to  
self-isolate. 

Members of the UKTram HR Group have reported that staff absence 
levels were returning to near pre-pandemic levels following updated 
guidance introduced last month.

Jamie Swift, UKTram Marketing and Commercial Manager, said: “The 
last group meeting heard that there was something of a return to 
‘business as usual’ with an easing of the rules which now allow people 
to return to work after a negative test result.”

However, the after-effects of the pandemic were still being felt by 
operators, with staff retention and recruitment now proving the 
biggest challenge.

 “A buoyant jobs market has meant that some staff were leaving the 
sector. Filling their roles, especially in customer-facing jobs, was proving 
difficult,” Jamie said.

“Members of the group indicated that there is now so much 
competition from the retail and hospitality sectors for some roles 
that candidates are thin on the ground, although there a number of 
operators with waiting lists for people wanting to  become drivers.

“As a result, they have now ramped up their training programmes to 
ensure candidates can start work as quickly as possible.”

Jamie added that, in an effort to solve the shortage of candidates, 
some operators are also reviewing selection and assessment processes 
as well as making changes to shift patterns and rotas, to appeal to new 
recruits requiring more flexibility. 

At the meeting, HR professionals also discussed how they can 
collaborate by sharing Key Performance Indicators, so that issues such 
as staff turnover and sickness can be benchmarked within the sector. 
UKTram is planning to facilitate an annual data collection and analysis 
project to support operators in achieving this. 
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Shuttle Top for Reliability
The Stourbridge Shuttle remains the UK’s most reliable train operation, 
recording an average PPM rating of 99.84% so far this year.

It’s also beginning to see patronage figures return to normal as 
restrictions have been lifted, with the service carrying over 100,000 
passengers since the beginning of the railway year.

Earlier in the year, Pre Metro submitted several bids to the Department 
for Transport’s “Restoring Your Railway” scheme, one of which aims to 
establish a passenger service between Stourbridge and Brierley Hill.

M is for Metro Marketing Campaign
In the West Midlands, an eye-catching campaign was recently launched 
to promote the many benefits of travelling using the Metro. 

Utilising colourful graphics, based around the letter M for Metro, the 
campaign aimed to remind customers that the network provides a 
great way to get around the region following the lifting of   
Covid restrictions.

It’s hoped that the campaign will 
also provide a welcome boost to 
local shops, pubs, restaurants, 
and other leisure venues as  
they look towards a post-
pandemic recovery.

Members News Round-up
NET Celebrates Charity Anniversary
Nottingham’s tram network has helped to celebrate the 20th 
anniversary of a successful local charity and boosting its latest £3m 
fundraising campaign with supersized adverts running the whole length 
of several trams.

The 77-foot long adverts marked the milestone for Framework, which 
supports homeless and vulnerable people across Nottingham and 
Nottinghamshire.

New Tickets for Edinburgh Staycations
With the popularity of ‘staycations’ soaring, Edinburgh Ticket launched 
new city fare zone multi day tickets.

The new products, available exclusively online, allow users to make 
unlimited tram journeys over three, four or five consecutive days 
anywhere between York Place in the city centre and Ingliston Park and 
Ride. Tickets start at £9 for adults, £5 for children or £20 for a family of 
up to two adults and three children.

Edinburgh Trams have now launched a dedicated Training 
Academy to accommodate additional recruitment and staff 
development requirements. The facility has been opened 
ahead of the network’s further expansion and is one of 
several launched by operators around the UK.

To be included in future editions of our regular 
newsletter “ONTrack”, the Members News section of 
our website UKTram.org and UKTram’s weekly news 
round-up, send your press releases to    
jamie.swift@uktram.org.


